CNC Foam Cutter 55.1"×47.2"×19.7" (1400×1200×500mm)
Item Code: CNCR-PM1412

FOB Price:
Price:
You Save:
Mini Order:

$4,739/set

$4,500/set
$239.00(5%)

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

927.1lb (421.4kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Applications:
The foam cutting machine is a new machine in its field, and it can be used for advertising, billboards and the cast iron industry to replace
wooden moulds.
Brief Introduction:
The foam/plastics cutter is a hot filament cutter, characterized by its optimized design, large processing scope, and simple operation. It
uses 0.5 millimeter heating wire, which allows faster heat release. It is very steady, fast, and has a high degree of fineness. By using an
advanced computer design, instead of manually cutting, you now have automated computer controlled cutting, resulting in a much higher
efficiency.
Product Highlights:
. The cutter uses a hot filament for cutting foam and plastics with fashionable design, and a large working table of 73"×23"
(1850×600mm).
. By using the 0.5mm heating wire as a cutter, the foam cutter can smoothly and efficiently cut complex shapes.
. Large LCD screen, large working area of 55"×47"×19" (1400×1200×500mm) (XY), and easy operation.
. You can also choose rotary fixture to process cylindrical objects.
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Warranty & Aftersales Service:
One year warranty except for the spare parts.
24-hour technical support via email or telephone.
User-friendly English manual for machine use and maintenance.

Samples:
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Details
0-47.2" (1200mm)/min

Max. Cutting Speed
Max. Cutting Area

55.1"×47.2"×19.7" (1400×1200×500mm)
Stepper

Driver

Flash memory disk

Manner of Receiving Data

Specifications
Product Model

CNCR-PM-1412

Working Table Size

72.8"×23.6" (1850×600mm)

Max. Cutting Size (XYZ)

55.1"×47.2"×19.7" (1400×1200×500mm)

Max. Cutting Speed

0-47.2" (1200mm)/min

Wire Diameter

Ø 0.5mm

Power Source

AC220V±10% 50Hz

Driver

Stepper

Consumption

0.8KW

Manner of Receiving Data

Flash memory disk

Optional Device

Rotary fixture

Machine Dimension (W× L×H)

77.2"×39.4"×65.4" (1960×1000×1660mm)

Weight

176.4lb (80kg)

Package

Fumigation free wooden case package

Packing Size

84.6"×39.4"×38.6" (2150×1000×980mm)

Gross Weight

220.5lb (100kg)
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Q
A
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I need to know optional parts that you have available to this machine?

Yes, the optional device for this machine is the Rotary Fixture
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The name of the designs software to make the letters, square, whatever. In my country is so popular CorelDraw, Adobe
illustrator.

The software of this machine is TYPE 3, you can make the design in CorelDraw and Adobe illustrator software, and

A

then save into `TYPE3` software and cut directly.
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Q

The names of the archive that accept the machine, such as PLT, EXE. CAD, PDF, TIFF, AI

This machine only can read the G code; TYPE 3 is one vector software can support vector pictures, such as BMP.

A

Format files. You can use the CorelDraw and Adobe illustrator software to edit and save the designs into `the` TYPE
3 software with PLT, EPS, DXF, format, and then do the cut process directly.
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Q

Which languages manual you provide? “I prefer honestly in Spanish”

Sorry, we only can provide Chinese and English user manual at the moment, will provide other language manual in

A

the near future!
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Q
A
Q

I would like to know if the software of the machine is easy to operate.

The software is very easy to operate if you have the basic plotting knowledge.
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If you have available all spare parts come with the machine?

Yes, there will be a tool case comes with the machine, the spare parts is the heating wire, we will put some together

A

with the machine.
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Q

Does it easy to install? How many parts arrive to my country?

Yes, it is easy to install, we can take videos to show you how to install it. The machine is packed into `one` free
fumigation wooden box
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